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Wave-related velocity fluctuations over ocean waves and
wave heights as measured from FLIP during BOMEX are examined
using phase-amplitude results which are based on joint prob-
ability density function-conditional mean function (JPDF-
CMF) analyses. Results are compared with predictions from
various wind-wave coupling models.
Results are examined in detail and consistent departures
from theory are noted. An attempt is made to qualitatively
determine the effect on specific results of the moving, but
relatively stable, sensor platform, FLIP.
It is concluded that the interaction between the wave-
induced motion and airflow turbulence had a significant
effect on the observed wave-related fluctuations. The
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The atmospheric boundary layer above land has been
thoroughly studied and is well known. However, over the
oceans, where the mobility of the underlying surface has to
be considered, the investigation and knowledge of the
structure and dynamics of this layer is still incomplete.
Conflicts have existed in the theories describing the
basic dynamic interaction between surface waves and the
airflow above them.
Theoretical models, with valid, comparable observational
results, are required to provide detailed descriptions of
the structure and energy transfer mechanisms of the near
surface layer over the ocean. Examples of geophysical
problems in need of this information include: long-range
atmospheric prediction models which require, for the nea
surface layer, a better specified input of the kinetic
energy losses and the thermal energy gains and surface
wave predictions requiring wind speeds at specified levels
in the surface layer.
The primary purpose of this study is to perform joint
probability analyses on velocity data obtained in the near
surface layer and on simultaneous wave data. From these
analyses, interpretations will be made on the phase-
amplitude relationships, nonlinear properties, and some
determination of the influence on turbulence present. These

results are compared to existing wind-wave coupling theories
and to other observational results which have only recently
compared favorably with these theories.
An inherent problem in the collection of meteorological
data in the near surface layer over water waves in the ocean
is the effect of the motions of the sensor platform. The
data used in this investigation were accumulated using
sensors mounted on a platform which, although relatively
stable, did experience some motion in response to the waves.
A parallel purpose of this study will be to attempt to
determine qualitatively, if not quantitatively, the effects
of platform motion on the results from these specific analyses

II. BACKGROUND
A. SEA-AIR INTERACTION EXPERIMENT
In May of 1969, the "Barbados Oceanographic and
Meteorological Experiment" (BOMEX) took place in the
Atlantic Ocean east-northeast of Barbados, West Indes.
BOMEX was a joint investigation by several agencies and
universities, including a team from the University of
Michigan which collected the data used in this study. The
overall purpose of BOMEX was to establish the energy budget
of a volume 500 km square and 5 km above the ocean surface
to 500 m below it.
As one of the largest environmental research programs
ever conducted, BOMEX contained over 80 subprograms. Of
particular interest to this study was the "sea-air interac-
tion" subprogram. One aspect of this subprogram was to
collect data in the near surface layer. Various oceano-
graphic research platforms were used in these measurements.
The University of Michigan measurements were taken from the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography Floating Instrument
Platform (FLIP) which was located near the center of the
volume at approximately 16°N latitude and 57°W longitude.
Bronson and Glasten (1968) have described FLIP in some
detail.
B. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Theoretical investigations of wind-wave coupling have
progressed from the quasi-laminar model proposed by Miles
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(1957) to the recent turbulence models, such as formulated
by Yefimov (1970). The close agreement between recent
observational results and numerical solutions from recent
wind-wave coupling models by Yefimov (1970) , Reynolds (1968)
,
and several others provided the primary motivation for the
design of this study.
Most theoretical formulations of linear theory for wind-
wave coupling have several common assumptions such as two-
dimensional flow and a specified mean wind dependent only on
height, and other common simplifications such as a single-
component wave field and suitable linearized forms for the
defining equations. A distinguishing feature of the
formulations by Yefimov and Reynolds, and more recently
by Stauffer (1973) , has been the allowance for the interac-
tion between the wave- induced motion and the turbulence in
the overlying shear flow. In contrast to this, Miles (1957)
neglected turbulence except for its role in determining a
assumed logarithmic mean profile. Davis (1972) provides
description and evaluation of the approaches in the more
recent turbulence models.
Miles' theory is a quasi- laminar wave generating
mechanism wherein the wave- induced motion is assumed to
follow the potential flow theory. The existence of the
critical level, which corresponds to the level where the
wind speed is equal to the phase speed of the perturbing
wave, is the key to Miles' theory. Below the critical
level the airflow would appear to be opposite that of the
11

wave propagation since the wind speed is less than the phase
speed of the wave. Above the critical level the wind speed
exceeds the wave speed; hence the flow is opposite to that
below but in the same direction as the wave. Miles' theory
is based on the premise that waves only modulate the mean
wind flow over them and that turbulence is not influenced;
thus the Reynolds stresses are only dependent on the height
above the mean wave surface. Figure 1 illustrates the
phase and amplitude features of two components of the velocity
and the stress uw, with respect to the wave as predicted
by potential flow theory. These predictions apply to
fluctuations observed at a fixed level in a shear flow
above a progressive wave.
In Yefimov's formulation the allowance for turbulence
in the airflow required the accounting of the nonlinear
terms in the equations of motion. The model provides that
dynamics at the critical level are not the only reason for
wave related motion to deviate from potential flow predic-
tions. Several features in Yefimov's solutions are due
solely to the prescribed interaction between the prescribed
motion and turbulence. As such, they occur independently
of the height or of the existence of the critical level.
These features were the variations with height of the phase
differences between the velocity components and the wave.
C. OBSERVATIONAL BACKGROUND
Theoretical investigation. of wind-wave coupling have




Figure 1. Phase-Amplitude Relations Predicted by Potential
Flow Theory for the Two Components of Velocity
(u and w) and the Stress uw, with Respect to the
Wave (from Davidson and Frank, 1973).
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recently the availability of overwater measurements has
been insufficient to either verify or modify existing
theories. Over the last six years the situation has
improved considerably. Observational studies of measure-
ments over natural waves in the near surface layer have
been described by Davidson (1970), Pond, et al. (1971),
Kondo, et al. (1972), Davidson and Frank (1973), Thompson
(1972) and a number of others. Of particular interest to
this thesis are the investigations of Davidson and Frank,
and Thompson. Their studies are similar in types of analysis
and features identified to those used in this study.
Davidson (1970) examined simultaneous measurements of
velocity fluctuations and wave heights at two separate
levels on Lake Michigan. These data were analyzed by
spectral methods and showed rather clearly that the air-
flow was being influenced by the underlying wave field.
Davidson and Frank (1973) re-examined the Lake Michigan da a
using joint probability density-conditional mean analysis
procedures. The earlier spectral results were compared tc
the wind-wave coupling predictions of Miles' theory while
the JPDF-CMF results considered the role of turbulence in
these same data. Recently the results of these analyses
were used for comparison in a numerical turbulence model
by Stauffer (1973). The model used by Stauffer is very
similar to Yefimov's. The comparison of the velocity
components, u and w, and the stress uw, showed agreement
between the predicted values and those observed.
14

Thompson (1972) used essentially the same analysis
procedures as those used by Davidson and Frank. In his
analysis he used some periods of the same data analyzed
in this investigation. Thompson interpreted JPDF-CMF
based phase-amplitude results with respect to potential
flow predictions and the role of turbulence in wind-wave
coupling. He observed that the wave-related motions in the
near surface layer were essentially nonpotential
.
These two investigations are of primary interest in
respect to this investigation for several reasons. Both
investigations used analysis procedures which were the basis
for those used in this study and therefore result in the
same parameters for comparison. The Lake Michigan results,
to which these results can be compared, are in agreement
with those predicted by a numerical model. In addition,
the Lake Michigan data were accumulated from a fixed
instrument platform. Comparison of the results from this
investigation with those from Lake Michigan should provide
some indications as to the effects of a moving instrument
platform. And finally, Thompson, in his analysis of BOMEX
data, made minimal consideration for the possible influence
of FLIP'S motion on the results.
Thompson followed the analysis by Rudnick (1967) in
neglecting the possible influence of platform motion on the
results. Thompson indicated, on the basis of Rudnick's study,
that his observed fluctuations in u and w were approximately
210 times larger than could be induced by platform motion.
15

However, Pond (1968) notes that there are marked differences
between measurements from buoys and fixed masts. Pond
states that provided some damping (by design or mooring) is
done of the vertical motion and provided that the amplitude
of the oscillating tilt is smaller than 10°-20°, the effects
of buoy motion are fairly small. He shows that if these
conditions are met the effects of buoy motion are "probably"
.
10-20%.
Provided in Appendix A is a fairly simple attempt
at the representation of the apparent wind field in rela-
tion to a moving spar buoy. An attempt will be made in
the presentation of results to use these representations,
and the results of Rudnick and Pond to determine qualitative-
ly the effect of FLIP'S motion.
The descriptions in Appendix A were provided through personal
consultations and correspondence with Dr. A. W. Green of the





University of Michigan personnel obtained 54 hours of
data in 40 separate observational periods during the BOMEX
experiment. Detailed descriptions of the sensors, sensor
arrangement and mounting, and recording equipment are
available in reports and studies by Portman, et al. (1970),
and Thompson (1972). This information will only be briefly
mentioned in the following paragraphs. An aspect of signifi
cant importance for this study is consideration of FLIP and
its use as an instrument platform.
A. INSTRUMENTATION
Hot film, constant temperature anemometer systems
were mounted at the 2, 3, 6, and 8 meter levels on the
vertical mast (See Figure 2). These sensors were capable
of measuring the three fluctuating velocity components
(u, v, and w) at each level.
A resistance wave gage, provided by Dr. R. E. Davis,
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, was used to measure
wave heights. The wave gage was positioned about five
meters inboard of the vertical instrument mast.
B. FLOATING INSTRUMENT PLATFORM (FLIP)
In the previous section the motions of the spar buoy,
such as FLIP, were discussed from a general, theoretical




















Figure 3. Top view of FLIP Showing the Mooring
Procedure Employed during BOMEX.

description of FLIP and its use as an instrument platform
during BOMEX.
Mollo-Christensen (1968) reported that a minimum of
distortion to the natural wind flow by FLIP'S super-structure
would occur if the deck of FLIP were positioned into the
wind. This was determined in wind tunnel tests using a
scale model of FLIP. Mollo-Christensen recommended that
the vertical sensor mast be positioned about 15 meters
outboard of the hull.
Figure 3 shows the method utilized during BOMEX to
maintain FLIP'S position with respect to the wind direction.
The tug was positioned about 800 meters downwind of FLIP.
The tug was unable to maintain constant tension on the
towing cable and this has been discussed by Superior (1969)
.
As a result of a varying tension on the towing cable and the
positioning method in general, axial and lateral motions of
FLIP occurred.
Unfortunately, real time measurements of FLIP'S motion,
due to the features described above and those caused by
wave motion, are not available. Because of this it is
doubtful that the exact effects of FLIP'S motion on the data-
collected can be accurately described.
Another problem of concern to data interpretation was
that provisions were not available during BOMEX for adjusting
the vertical position of the sensor mast, independent of
FLIP'S motion. This caused the sensors to be out of level
during a portion of each period.
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IV. THE PREPARATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Joint probability density- -conditional mean (JPDF-CMF)
analyses were used to identify features in the fluctuating
velocities which were associated with the waves' presence.
Phase -amplitude results were then based upon the JPDF-CMF
analysis
.
In general, the procedures used in the analysis of the
data for this study were the same as those originally described
by Holland (1973) and applied to these kind of data by
Thompson (1972). Improvements were made in the procedures
for defining phase-amplitude information from the JPDF-CMF
analyses. The resolution of the phase-amplitude results
was increased to enhance the shape and phase relationships
of the curves
.
A. INITIAL DATA PREPARATION
Several basic data processing steps preceded the
application of the JPDF-CMF analysis procedures. These
included digitizing, application of an analog filter, time
corrections, scaling of data to engineering units, and
several other procedures described in adequate detail by
Bingham (1972). An iteration of the details of these
preliminary steps will not be included in this report.
Initial data preparation procedures were developed by the
Department of Meteorology and Oceanography, University of
Michigan, under the direction of Professor D. J. Portman.
20

B. BAND PASS FILTERING AND NORMALIZATION
In order to remove high and low frequency contamination
and to focus the analysis on fluctiations near the frequency
band corresponding to the water waves, a band pass numerical
inverse transform type filter was applied to all data. This
type of filter could be very useful in also removing low
frequency contamination to the data from FLIP'S motion.
The filter was designed on the basis of available spectral
results and had a frequency band with 0.1 and 0.8 Hz as
the low and high cut-off frequencies, respectively. The
filter's response curve appears in Figure 4.
Prior to application of the JPDF-CMF procedures the
data were normalized by dividing the deviation from the
mean by the standard deviation.
n (Hi) I





The particular procedures used in the JPDF-CMF computation
were developed from descriptions by Holland (1973) . A brief
but complete discussion of these procedures is given by
Davidson and Frank (1973) and Thompson (1972). The JPDF-CMF
computational procedures, when applied to three variables,
result in the joint probability density function (JPDF) for
a pair of variables with the conditional mean of a third
variable as a function (CMF) of the first two variables.
Representation of the resulting trivariate statistical
relationship and further discussion of the JPDF-CMF analysis
are contained in later sections. The JPDF-CMF computations
were made from the normalized values of the original varia-
bles sampled at five points per second, with a majority of
the records consisting of 6062 points or approximately 20
minutes of data.
D. PHASE -AMPLITUDE COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES
While various features of the fluctuations in the airflow
above water waves can be identified by JPDF-CMF analysis,
a simplification of the method of display is desirable in
order to concentrate attention on the essential variations
and eliminate redundant background information. For this
study," the emphasis is on the statistical dependence of
turbulent variables on the phase of some reference variable.
Based on JPDF-CMF procedures, Holland (1973) described a
method to determine this phase-amplitude information.
22

Polar coordinates representing the amplitude and phase
angle of a variable such as the wave height (n) can be
determined from the JPDF array for the variable, n, and its
time derivative, n. In amplification, any conditional mean
function of n and n i s a CMF of "the phase and amplitude
of the n fluctuations because for each value of the dependent
variable represented by the CMF, the coordinates in n
, n
space are determined by the amplitude of the n fluctuation
occurring at that time and by the phase angle within that
fluctuation. As an example, the conditional mean function
w(n,f|) would illustrate the dependence of the vertical com-
ponent of wind velocity on the phase and amplitude of the
wave
.
An example of the JPDF-CMF array and the resulting phase-
amplitude curves appear in Figures 5 and 6. Indicated on
the array are the numbered 30° segments and the class limit?
which were used to approximate the 1.5a circle. The small
amplitude class (amplitude < 1.5a) contains about 3/4 of ti ;
observations and the large amplitude class (amplitude > l.ja)
contains about 1/4. Selection of these class limits is some-
what arbitrary. The phase is defined in terms of the 30°
segments measured counterclockwise in the o- . o coordinate&
n ' n
system (JPDF-CiMF array) from the positive a- axis.
Using Figure 5 as an example, the following procedures
were used to obtain the resulting phase-amplitude curves.
[1] Lower figures (JPDF array) in each joint class inter-


































joint densities in joint class intervals along the segment
lines are divided by percentages and are added into the
segments which share these joint intervals. Each probability
sum is then divided by the sum over the entire amplitude
class
.
[2] Products of the dependent variable (CMF) and
probability density (JPDF) in all joint intervals of each
30° segment and amplitude class are summed and the sum is
divided by the total probability in that segment and
amplitude class.
Results of these procedures yield a single curve for
each dependent variable, showing it as a conditional mean
function of the phase angle of the reference variable, which
is also illustrated as a single curve (Figure 6)
.
Previously, investigators using these procedures
(Davidson and Frank, 1973, and Thompson, 1972) performed the
summations over octants (45° segments). In this study, using
30° segments, a considerable improvement over the previous
studies in the resolution of the phase-amplitude curves was
achieved. Phase-amplitude results using octants are shown
in Figure 7 for comparison with those in Figure 6.
Additional aspects of the phase-amplitude results are
presented during a discussion of results.
25

Figure 6. Phase-Amplitude Results Showing the Resolution



















Figure 7. Phase-Amplitude Results Showing the Resolution




V. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
The data from 14 periods were analyzed during this
investigation. They were collected on five separate days
and represent over 15 hours of observations during BOMEX.
The periods were from 34 minutes to 80 minutes in length.
Analyses were performed on data from the three, six and
eight-meter levels with one period consisting of simultane-
ous data from both three and eight meters. For the purposes
of JPDF-CMF and phase-amplitude analyses, each period was
divided into subsets (2 to 4) , each of which was 20 minutes
or less in length. The last subset in each period was
usually less than 20 minutes long. Table I gives a summary
of all periods analyzed, indicating times of observation,
height analyzed, mean wind speed at that height, and several
other parameters.
General meteorological conditions, wave heights, and
corresponding times as reported by University of Michigan
personnel during BOMEX are given in Figure 8. The general
atmospheric conditions during all periods could be described
as stable or near neutral. Profiles of wind and temperature
measurements from two meters to 16 meters can be found in a
study by Superior (1969) . There were no periods of active
wave growth or rapid decay. The conditions for the area in
which FLIP was located could be described as a region of
light to moderate winds into which swell was propagating.
Thus it was fairly representative of the surface layer over
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The results of the analyses of the period numbers marked
with an asterisk in Table I will be those interpreted in
detail in the following paragraphs, and include period
numbers 1, 6, 12a, 12b, and 14. Results from these particu-
lar periods were chosen for several reasons. Periods 1 and 6
represent very nearly the extremes in observed mean wind
speeds, while periods 6 and 12 represent the extremes in
observed wave heights. Periods 12a and 12b, 8 and 3 meter
level results, respectively, were also chosen because they
were the only multiple level measurements available and,
hence, can be interpreted with respect to phase-amplitude
changes with height. They also should illustrate to a
greater extent the effects of FLIP. Period 14 data was
collected at the 3 meter level and had winds and wave
heights between the extremes. This period corresponds to
period 3 discussed by Thompson (1972) in which the motions
of FLIP were essentially neglected but herein will be re-
examined with consideration of sensor platform motion.
Data considered in the analyses were the u, v, and w
velocity components, the stress uw , and the wave heights.
Associated with each of these variables is a parameter t
,r o
'
which is defined as the "statistical eddy period*' and is
determined by the ratio
o ' *
where a and a are the standard deviations of the variable and
its derivative. An indicator of the appropriateness of the
30

analysis is to compare t ' s for the dependent variable
(u, v, etc.) with that of the reference variable, the wave
height. If the statistical eddy periods differ signifi-
cantly, the phase-amplitude information for the reference
variable has a greater possibility of only representing the
mean of numerous random fluctuations. Statistical eddy
periods are listed on each of the figures depicting the results
and do, in fact, attest to the validity of the analysis. The
statistical eddy period for the product uw is less than that
for the wave because uw in a linear system, at least, would
appear as a second harmonic. For this reason, x is not
listed for uw.
Acceptance is given, in the interpretations of the phase-
amplitude results, to Kendall's (1970) suggestion that non-
sinusoidal wave forms are evidence of non-linearities and,
hence, a non-negligible role for turbulence. It should be
noted that the "critical" level was found to be above 10
meters for all periods. In the following paragraphs descrip-
tions of the periods discussed above are given in detail.
A. PERIOD 12
This period is unique in that it is the only period
available from the data examined that contained simultaneous
information from two levels and, as such, accounts for a
major portion of this section.
The duration of the period was about 80 minutes and,
hence, four subsets are available for each level. Wave
31

heights and wind speeds were observed (Figure 8) to have
been increasing in the four to five hours preceding this
period and reached a peak just prior to or in the early
portion of the period. The wave heights for the period
were observed to have been approximately seven to 11 feet
with mean wind speed of 10.0 M/sec at the 8 meter level and
9.8 M/sec at 3 meters.
Figures 9 through 12 contain the phase-amplitude results
from the 8 meter level while Figures 13 through 16 depict
the 3 meter level. Only the phase-amplitude relationships
of u, w, and the wave will be discussed in detail.
The u components at both levels and for all subsets
during the period are surprisingly similar. The phase of
the u component relative to the wave in all cases is as
would be predicted by potential flow theory except that the
extremes of u have shifted back slightly. Potential flow
predicts, as shown in Figure 1, that u and the wave shoulc
be exactly 180° out of phase with each other. The phase
shift observed in these results shows u to be trailing th
crest or trough of the wave by about 15° to 30°. This shift
was observed by both Davidson and Frank (1973) and Thompson
(1972) and they associated the shift with momentum transfer.
The amplitudes of the u component fluctuations decreased
slightly from 3 to 8 meters.
The phase relationships in w are the most interesting
of the results from this investigation. Between the 3 and 8
meter level there is a phase change for w of between 90°
32

(Figures 11 and 15) and 150° (Figures 9 and 13). As can be
seen for the 8 meter level, the phase relationships of w
with the wave and u are not consistent with potential flow
theory with the possible exception of subset 3 in Figure 11.
Some evidence is found to indicate the role of turbulence
in that the wave-forms of w appear to be non-sinusoidal in
subsets 1, 2, and 4 (Figures 9, 10, and 12). The fact that
the u and w components at the 8 meter level are nearly in
phase was also noted by Thompson (1972) and was attributed
to turbulent interaction with the wave-induced motion. In
subset 4 (Figure 12) it can be seen that there are no phase
differences between u and w at the negative extrema; however,
at the positive extrema w is leading the u by about 30°.
Potential flow theory predicts that u and w would be in
quadrature as indicated in Figure 1.
Non-sinusoidal wave-forms are also evident for the
3 meter level as seen in Figures 13, 15, and 16. At this
level the departure of the vertical fluctuations from
potential flow are most noticeable. Instead of being in
quadrature as predicted, u and w are almost 180° out of
phase. The maximum w fluctuation occurs when u is a minimum.
This shift in w was also noted by Davidson and Frank (1973)
in the results of their period 2 at the 1.5 meter level.
They attributed this shift in the w component to "critical
level" dynamics as a prediction in the quasi- laminar theory.
However, with a change in the phase of w with height it can
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be assumed that it was caused by turbulent interaction in
this case.
This period provides some evidence that perhaps FLIP'S
motion did not appreciably affect these results. First,
since FLIP is a rigid body and the vertical sensor mast is
solidly attached, errors introduced by FLIP at one level
would also be introduced at the other level. In other
words, the fluctuations introduced by FLIP at one level
would also be evident at the other and thus no phase shift
could occur unless it was present in the airflow. From the
discussion in Appendix A, FLIP could be considered an ampli-
fier under certain conditions and, as such, could introduce
phase shifts into the results. However, since the results
at 3 meters are in agreement with the results at a lower
level from a fixed platform (Davidson and Frank, 1973), this
possibility will not be considered. FLIP may introduce some
error into the magnitudes of the various fluctuating variables




















































































































The highest mean wind speed of any period examined was
observed during period 1. Observations were made at the 6
meter level. Wave heights were between six and eight feet,
with a mean wind speed of 10.4 M/sec. This period is charac-
terized by a complete departure from potential flow predictions.
The phase-amplitude results for u, though basically
sinusoidal in subsets 1 and 2, Figures 17 and 18, show a
larger shift back over the upwind side of the wave crest
than had been observed in period 16. The shift is still
present in subset 3 (Figure 19) , and to a lesser extent in
subset 4 (Figure 20); however, the shape of the wave-form
has become non- sinusoidal . The amplitude of the horizontal
fluctuations are observed to be relatively small.
A non-negligible role for turbulence is evident throughout
the period for w. The wave shape of the vertical velocity
fluctuations varies in all subsets of the period and
sinusoidal forms are not observed. The amplitude of the w
component is sharply diminished from all other periods examined.
The wave-related stress (uw) varies considerably over the
period. Phase changes of up to 90° are observed from subset
1 to subset 4.
This distinct departure from potential flow, indicated by
the non-sinusoidal shapes observed in the results of this period,






































































Measurements in period 6 were made at 8 meters and it is
characterized by the low mean wind speed of 7.0 M/sec and
the lowest observed wave heights at three to five feet.
Wave heights had been diminishing during the previous six
hours and wind speeds had been increasing slightly up to the
time of the period, then diminishing.
The significant feature of this period, as indicated in
Figures 21, 22, and 23 is that of all periods examined it
seems to be very nearly as predicted by potential flow
theory. This is especially discernable for the total waves
phase-amplitude. However, there are some departures from
potential flow in the phase relationships of u and w and in
the amplitudes of uw.
The slight shift forward of the negative extrema of the
w fluctuations will also be noted in period 14 and will be
described in detail in the discussion of that period.
In subset 1 (Figure 21) there is a shift forward in the
negative extrema of the u component while the positive
extrema is consistent with results of period 12. The positive/
negative extrema in u for the remainder of the period are
also consistent with previous discussions in period 12
at the 8 meter level.
Potential flow theory predicts equal magnitudes (Figure 1)
of uw in all quadrants. In these results the amplitudes
vary over the phase of the wave and from subset 1 to subset 3.
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In subset 1, Figure 21, quadrant IV, the amplitude values
are greater than the other quadrants as evidenced by the
predominance of the downward transfer of excess momentum.
By the end of the period the dominant quadrant is quadrant II,
indicative of an upward transfer of deficit momentum. In
the total wave, however, quadrant II dominates in subsets 1
and 2, shifting to quadrant IV in subset 3. The total wave
uw closely resembles that predicted by potential flow theory.
No determinations concerning FLIP'S motion seem possible
from this period; however, with the small observed wave
heights and a minimum of wind it is considered that the



















This period is unique in that measurements were made at
the 3 meter level and thus offers a comparison with the lower
level of period 12 and Thompson's (1972) results of the same
data.
Significant features include distinct deviations from
potential flow theory in the phase of w and the phase and
amplitude of uw. Features of this period also deviate
considerably from those for the 3 meter level in period 12.
However, in comparison to period 12, this period's mean wind
speed was only 7.6 M/sec and the observed wave heights were
only six to eight feet.
The phase relationships of u are comparable to potential
flow in subsets 1, 2, and 3 (Figures 24, 25, and 26),
except for the consistent shift to the back node of the crest
of the wave. However, in Figure 27, subset 4, it can be seen
that the shift of u is to the front side of the crest.
Thompson had noted the occurrence in this period of a
minimum value of w before the inflection point of the wave.
However, with the increase in resolution, this shift is
considered minor and should a further increase in resolution
be achieved it is doubtful that the shift would be discern-
ible at all. There is a considerable shift forward of the
positive extreme of w which is a distinct departure from
potential flow predictions where the maximum w values should
occur at the inflection point of the wave at the end of
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quadrant IV. The shift observed in this period varies
from 30° to 90° forward and accounts for the predominance
of the downward transfer of excess momentum in quadrant IV.
The discussion by Thompson (1972) of the uw phase-
amplitude results is consistent with these results from the
same data and will not be repeated here.
The differences between this period and the 3 meter
level of period 12 seem to be the result of the reduced wind
speeds and wave heights. In the u component there is no
difference between the phase relationships of the two periods.
The amplitude of the u component fluctuations is greater in
the period with the lower mean wind speeds and wave heights,
which may also explain the differences in the phase of w
between the two periods. It does not seem likely that FLIP'S
motion would have led to these differences. The results in
period 12 are considered to be consistent with measurements
from a fixed platform by Davidson and Frank (1973) which
were also in agreement with recent turbulence models. If
Pond's (1967) suggestion concerning the tilt of the sensor
platform is considered, the reduced tilt associated with
reduced wave heights would certainly not lead to increases
in the oscillations of FLIP and introduce an increased error.
These differences in the results must then be attributed to
a changing significance for the role of turbulence at various



























Figure 27. Phase -Amplitude Results for Period 14, Subset 4
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Analyses were performed on observational data obtained
over ocean waves from a relatively stable floating platform.
The analyses on these data provided results on the phase and
amplitude relationships of wave-related velocity fluctuations
and wave heights. The results were interpreted with respect
to potential flow predictions for a wave propagating beneath
a shear flow and the role of turbulence in wind-wave coupling.
Interpretations were also made with respect to the possible
influence FLIP may have had on the data and the results of
the analysis of that data.
A significant feature, was the consistent phase relation-
ship of the velocity component u, with that of the wave. In
almost all cases there was a shift of 15° to 30° of the nega-
tive/positive extrema of the u component to the upwind side
of the wave crest/trough. Although this feature is very
similar to that predicted by potential flow theory, it is
considered to be a significant deviation from the 180° pha e
difference predicted. Also observed was the absence of the
quadrature relationship of u and w as predicted by potential
flow. Deviations from potential flow predictions were
interpreted to be indicative of interaction between the wave-
induced motion and the shear flow. Thus a provision for
turbulence interaction should be considered essential to
wind-wave coupling models.
In comparison to potential flow predictions which have
equal magnitudes of uw in all quadrants, the uw phase-amplitude
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results revealed variations in magnitude over different
phases of the wave. This suggests that nonlinear processes
are responsible for momentum transfer in wind-wave coupling.
From comparisons with similar results from a fixed
sensor platform and an examination of the phase relationships
in the present results, it was concluded that the floating
instrument platform had no appreciable effect on these
results. However, results from similar investigations with






FLIP'S motion will be described relative to a fixed
reference coordinate system which has its origin at the
equilibrium point of the buoy's metacenter (Figure 28). The
terms pitch, roll, and yaw are the angular displacements
(rotations) about the x, y, and z axes, respectively. Heave-
motion refers to displacements in the vertical (z) plane.
Using these definitions the velocity of any point on the
buoy can be found relative to the fixed system,
(1) UR = U' + 2 x r ,
where U
R
is the resultant vector velocity of a point on the
>
buoy due to the linear velocity, U' , of the buoy with respect
->- ->
to the fixed origin, and oo x r (Figure 28) is the tangential
velocity of the point about this origin. Measurements are
taken with respect to the moving system, so the apparent
velocity relative, to the moving point on the buoy is
(2) U' = IJR
- 2 x r .
This is the velocity detected by the anemometer on board
FLIP, if there is no wind. If a "real" wind (U ) field
w
Appendix A is unpublished work by Dr. A. W. Green, Department
of Meteorology and Oceanography, University of Michigan. It






Figure 28. The fixed reference coordinate system has its
origin at the metacenter of the spar buoy. For
small pitch-roll displacements the metacenter




moving past the buoy is added, and only apparent velocities
due to the heave (U, = kw, ) plus rotation about the meta-




(2a) U'=U + U, - a) x r = U + kw, - u> x r
,v w h w h '
where w, is the oscillation along the vertical due to heave
•>
sensed by the anemometers. U is equal to the instantaneous
w l
"real" wind vector. Now equation (2) is placed in component
form.






(3) (b) V = vw - (w 3x - u) 1 z)








The quantities co, , oo„ , lo_ can be defined as the roll, pitch,
and yaw rates; x, y, z are the instantaneous distances along
the respective axes for the equilibrium metacenter. The
drift of FLIP due to the currents and wind will be ignored,
although it could be important in cases of very low wind
velocities. Next consider some of the statistical properties
of the apparent wind field.
The power spectral density is usually computed from the
auto-correlation of a time series of the velocity fluctuations,
which may be represented by
T/2
(4) Ru' CO = limT_^






(t) is the auto-correlation function of the apparent
x-component of the measured wind field with the time lag,
t. The power spectral density is
(5) G
u ,
(£) = 2 J Ru , (t) e"
i2TT dx
Coherent sinusoidal motions will then give peaks in the
power spectral density plots. Taking two examples, the
effects of buoy motion on the power spectrum will be shown.
1. The auto-correlation function of the horizontal
fluctuation component at zero lag (t = 0) , (the
bar indicates time average)
.
2
(6) R . (t = 0) = u'u' = u u - 2u (w_z-w 7 y) + fco-z-w^y)v J u' v ' ww w v 2 V v 2 y J
(1) (2) (3)
2. The cross correlation function of the horizontal
and vertical fluctuations, or Reynolds' stress,
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(5) (6)
The first term on the r.h.s. of (6) is the mean square
fluctuation, or the "true zero-lag." The second is the
correlation of the wind fluctuation with the pitch and yaw
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motions, which could have the effect of decreasing the
apparent mean square values. Finally the last term repre-
sents the apparent net mean square of the correlated motion
of pitch and yaw, which must be positive. It should be
noted that the yaw and pitch velocities are the total
instantaneous motions due to the rotation of the sensor
probe about the reference axes. Consequently, the terms
buoy motion represents are the instantaneous apparent velocity
components which by themselves have a virtually continuous
spectrum. According to Rudnick's (1967) measurements of
FLIP'S motion, the spectra tend to have peaks which roughly
correspond to the wave frequency, pitch-roll, and heave
resonances. Also the nonlinear response of the buoy can
lead to higher order responses which would give peaks in power
at several combination frequencies of the above.
The first term on the r.h.s. of (7) is the "real"
Reynolds stress. The second term could be troublesome si ze
its absolute magnitude could be large, if there is a wind
component which correlates significantly with the vertical
velocity due to heave. The third term is the correlation of
the wind fluctuations and the vertical velocities due to pitch
and roll. The fourth is the correlation of the vertical wind
fluctuation and the pitch and yaw motions. The fifth term
is the correlation of yaw-pitch with roll-pitch motions of





x) is less than zero. BOMEX
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data motion spectra have relatively sharp peaks at lower
frequencies with lower values for u'w' than other observers.
A probable reason is the presence of the fourth and fifth
terms of (7) which may have negative values that tend to
decrease the mean Reynolds stress.
Apparent FLIP motions, which are more or less sinusoidal,
may be conveniently represented as the super-positions of
the components of the apparent velocity in the following way,
(8) oo x r + kwu = E{(ioj, + jw + kco_ ) x [iX Cos (oj, .)
^
J h ^ l,n J 2,n 3.n^ L n ^ l.nt'
n ' ' ' *
+ jy SIN(oo . + <j> ) + kz SIN(co_ . + $• )J/ n v z,nt r n J n v 3,nt n^
+ lew, Z,SIN(oj, . +
<J>, )}h,n h * h,nt Y h,n^
where summation is over all modes of FLIP.
4> > <J> ' > ^u are random phase variations; x , y , z , z, are
the maximum displacements from equilibrium position associated
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